
 

 

First Ray of Will and power 

Ray Master: Chohan El Morya Overlighted by Archangel Michael and Faith, and Elohim 

Hercules and Amazonia.  

Qualities: Will-to-good, individuality, vitality, singleness of purpose and clear vision. Color: Red. 

chakra Center: Crown  

This ray can be indicative of needing to step more into your power, and/or having power and 

control issues with your family, partner, friends, colleagues and so on. It may also be indicative 

of the “spiritual warrior” archetype that feels misunderstand or isolated on his or her journey. 

Sometimes it is to understand that as a leader, and creating new frontiers, can be perceived as 

lonely, but the outcome to expressing your Truth and standing in your power far outweighs any 

perceived sacrifices. It is also to be open to receiving, as many Spiritual warrior archetypes 

have an energy field with a big “no entry” sign written all over their aura. The issues of trust and 

surrender are quite clear here. The flip side to this is the person who still plays the victim role, 

and does not have clear boundaries, attracting those that take advantage, consciously or 

otherwise. Learn to say “No”. This is being selfless not selfish. Bring your energies in, and do 

what works for you. You will never be able to please everyone anyway. The key here would be 

discernment and standing in your power. Visualize the sword of Holy Truth, brought through by 

Archangel Michael, deep within your heart center. When you need to express your Truth, and 

stand in your power, visualize yourself holding the sword of Holy Truth with a strong right arm 

across the front of your body, bringing a deeper level of discernment and empowerment. Then 

surround yourself in the vibrant red flame of the first ray of Will and Power. The sword of Holy 

Truth can also be used effectively in decoding, cutting old ties energetically from within the 

energy field of the person or people you wish to disconnect from or shift your current 

relationship.  

 

Second Ray of Love-Wisdom 

Ray Master: Chohan Kuthumi, Overlighted by Archangel Jophiel and Constance, and Elohim 

Apollo and Lumina.  

Qualities: Strength, patience and endurance, intuition, clear intelligence, radiance and 

faithfulness. Color: Blue. Chakra Center: Heart  

This ray is very much about embracing the Divine Feminine aspect to your nature, and focusing 

on Self-nurturing and Self-Love. It is to find this Love from within, and not necessarily through a 

relationship of Love often bound by projections and expectations. For Light Workers, it is often 

about finding the balance between Love and Power, and taking your Service work to a new 

level. To express your Love energetically to others, visualize a beautiful golden infinity symbol 



extending from your heart to the heart of the person you are connecting with, and wanting to 

share your Truth and Love. Then surround this person in the blue flame of Love and 

compassion. This energy technique is particularly useful when you do not feel strong enough to 

stand in your power, with integrity and Love, or you are feeling angry and unloving in a situation 

of confrontation.  

 

Third ray of Divine Intelligence 

Ray Master: Chohan Serapis Bey Overlighted by Archangel Chamuel and Charity, and Elohim 

Heros and Amora.  

Qualities: Mental illumination, capacity for concentration on philosophical studies, clear-

mindedness, sincerity of purpose, and patience. Color: Yellow. Chakra Center: Throat  

This ray is often indicative that you are ready to start on a more focused Spiritual direction, 

joining a study group, meditation group and so on, taking yourself on a journey to Self often 

through Higher Mind teachings. If you are at this stage, many of your teachings would be on the 

inner planes, and you may find yourself as a student within the Great White Lodge in the etheric 

of Sirius or other similar Ashrams, such as Shamballa, the Spiritual headquarters to Earth. The 

influence of this ray may also find you starting a new direction in your Life or creating new 

energy systems. As many people on this third ray are mentally gifted, the key to integrating this 

ray is to find the way to your heart, and further to this, recognize and embrace the Divine 

Equality of all Life. You may read thousands of books, but it is the experience of these teachings 

that will take you into the Higher Mind of Mother/Father God. Learn to walk your talk!  

 

 

 

Fourth Ray of Harmony through Conflict 

Ray Master: Chohan Paul the Venetian Overlighted by Archangels Gabriel and Hope and 

Elohim Purity and Astrea. 

Qualities: Physical courage, quickness of intellect and perception, purity, beauty, generosity, 

strong affections and devotion. Color: Emerald green. Chakra Center: Base.  

This ray is primarily about understanding the perceived conflict in your Life that you may still be 

choosing. It is also about letting go of old relationships and people that are no longer suited to 

you energetically. In many instances, it shows a person who is stagnating with their creative 

energies. You have aspects of seeing your creative gifts, and being the wild women/wild man 

energy, but can’t maintain this in your reality.  



The key is to work on your judgments and false beliefs, to trust in yourself and also to look at 

your issues of self worth and self-esteem. It is also possible that you may experience problems 

in relationships of Love particular, or use your sexual energy in an inappropriate manner. The 

positive side to this ray shows a person who is ready to utilize their creative energies, and take 

a big leap of faith into the Abyss, and the jewels that are yours for the claiming. It is further 

about appreciating your Self and others.  

 

Fifth Ray of Concrete Knowledge 

Ray Master: Chohan Hilarion Overlighted by Archangel Raphael and Mother Mary, and Elohim 

Cyclopeia and Virginia.  

Qualities: Keen intellect, attention to detail, independence, common sense and truth. Color: 

Orange. Chakra Center: Third eye.  

This ray shows the energy of a person who is gifted intellectually and may need to focus on 

coming into the heart. Issues of self-esteem may also be prevalent if you step into competition, 

and “lesser than and better than” consciousness. The positive side to this ray shows a person 

who is integrated, and innovative, able to take scientific principles and present the Spiritual 

understandings of Truth in a factual, inspiring and pioneering spirit through the Wisdom of God. 

Be aware though that the intensity of the fifth ray often causes the belief that your way is the 

only way, and steer clear of been over-enthusiastic in sharing your Truth. For every person 

there is a path!  

 

Sixth Ray of Devotion and Idealism 

Ray Master: Chohan Sananda (Jesus the Christ), Overlighted by Archangels Uriel and Aurora, 

and Elohim Peace and Aloha. 

Qualities: Devotion, idealism, reverence, tenderness, intuition and loyalty. Color: Indigo. Chakra 

Center: Solar Plexus.  

This ray will generally show a person of deep devotion and ideals to their chosen Spiritual path. 

The key here is discernment, and the realization that there is never just one path, and having 

the flexibility to integrate further Spiritual concepts, and become One with all Life. It may also 

show that you need to be clearer in your Spiritual journey, and set up a daily Spiritual practice 

that enhances your Soul purpose or Sacred Contract. Further to this, there may be an 

imbalance in the emotional body, requiring emotional detachment, and a stepping back from an 

overzealous nature. You may also be a little bit obsessive in your Spiritual practice, and need to 

relax and enjoy the company of those at different levels of Spiritual growth. The integration of 

the sixth ray shows a person who is able to inspire others to their Service work, and has a good 

balance between the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine principles.  

 



Seventh Ray of Ceremonial Magic 

Ray Master: Chohan St. Germain and Lady Portia, Overlighted by Archangels Zadkiel and 

Amethyst, and Elohim Arcturus and Victoria. 

Qualities: Ritual and magic, diplomacy, freedom, strength, courtesy and self-reliance. Color: 

Violet. Chakra Center: Sacral 

Through this ray, you are connecting more to your Higher Light, and the Divine Unfolding Light 

of Mother/Father God. You are working with your dualities, and realizing that you are a Light 

Worker, in Service in Love to all Life. You may also need to create a more focused Spiritual 

routine in your everyday Life, and step into a deeper level of trust and surrender with the Divine. 

If you are a Light Worker setting up organizations, rituals, ceremonies and so on, trust in the 

Divine Unfolding of this Plan, knowing that you will be provided for on all levels, and be truly 

supported in your Light work (particularly around the issue of money). You will always have 

enough. Once you have dedicated your Life to Service, you will always be Divinely provided for. 

The key here is one of integrity, and letting go of the ego consciousness. Let go and let God! 

For every step forward you take, your buddies of the Light take ten steps towards you! 

 

Eighth Ray of Transcendence 

Ray Master: Chohan Lady Nada Overlighted by Lord Chietal, and the Pleiadian Emissaries of 

Light. 

Qualities: Courage, justice, integrity, wisdom, stability, equilibrium, unconditional Love, 

understanding, unity and infinite expansiveness. Color: Seafoam green and violet. Chakra 

Center: Solar plexus. 

This ray is primarily about a deeper expression of your Service work, and perhaps also letting 

go of old ties that no longer support you. Though this may initially feel like your entire support 

structure is falling away, it is only so that new structures can be brought into manifestation. This 

ray further assists in cleansing and clearing at a cellular level of old false beliefs and judgments, 

and similar to the seventh ray, allows for deep emotional healing from Cosmic wounds that 

occurred in ancient Egypt and Atlantis. As this transmutation is occurring rapidly for most people 

at this time, surrounding yourself in the magnificent luminescent seafoam green and violet 

“sacred flame of transcendence” will greatly assist in recalibrating the energy bodies and 

bringing a renewed sense of balance and equilibrium. This ray further assists you in building 

your etheric electronic body of Light, and is related to this sacred geometry of the octahedron. If 

you are familiar with this shape, you can visualize yourself stepping into three superimposed 

seafoam green and violet octahedrons.  

 

Ninth Ray of Highest Potentials 



Ray Master: Chohan Mother Mary, Overlighted by Lord Goyana, and the Sirian Archangelic 

League of the Light.  

Qualities: Unity, justice, peace, order, wisdom, creativity, joy, mercy, unconditional Love, 

splendor, compassion and Divine guidance. Color: Blue-green. Chakra Center: Heart 

This ray shows a deeper integration of your Sacred Contract, your Soul Purpose, and moving 

more into the illumination of the Higher Mind. It shows both the mental and emotional maturity of 

a person who has passed through strife and struggle to obtain the Divine Wisdom of God. The 

increased Light frequencies within the body are connecting you in mercy, justice and 

compassion to the realms of Illumined Truth, and it is through your Life experiences, studies and 

creative endeavors that you come into your Highest Potential. You have a Divine loving nature, 

and others trust you through your gift in seeing their Light. You are generally in Service in some 

way or another, and have the ability to guide others to their Highest Potential. It may also show 

a person who is connecting more to their Highest Light to bring through structures and 

organizations based on Unity Consciousness, or setting off on a new path of creative 

endeavors. The energy of this ray may also connect you to the highest levels of initiation 

experienced in ancient Egypt and Atlantis. You are the student as well as the Master. 

 

Tenth Ray of Divinity  

Ray Master: Chohan Allah Gobi, Overlighted by Lord Huertal, and the Andromedan Intergalactic 

Beings of the Light. 

Qualities: Balance and equilibrium, justice, Love, power, infinite wisdom, detachment, 

attainment, responsibility, Mastery, and transcendence. Color: Pearlescent. Chakra Center: 

Throat 

This ray shows a person who may be undergoing a deeper integration of their God-self, their 

Higher Light, and an expansion of Light at a cellular level, awakening the dormant DNA and 

appropriate multidimensional memories within the body and energy field. The balance here is 

between Power, Love and Wisdom, and thus you may go through initiations at this level related 

to the dualities of these qualities, so you may transcend any negative beliefs needed to be 

cleared from within the body, and energy field, as well as truly come into acceptance of Self. 

You have a sense of emotional detachment and Higher Mind Wisdom and Knowingness, and 

the ability to touch others deeply through your Truth. You are able to take on more responsibly 

in your Service role at this time. The tenth ray of Divinity may also show a person who needs to 

experience and express their Truth, without compromising on their Spiritual values.  

Eleventh Ray of Illumined Truth 

Ray Master: Chohan Quan Yin Overlighted by Lord Semveta, and the Brotherhood of the Light. 



Qualities: Understanding, strength, stability, loving kindness, wisdom, generosity, abundance, 

compassion, equilibrium and balance, organization, and discernment. Color: Pink-Orange. 

Chakra Center: Third eye. 

In choosing this ray, you may be experiencing increased levels of Spiritual integration through 

stability and balance, and the lifting of further veils of illusion. Old stresses have been released, 

and new structures are rebirthed through Higher Mind teachings and the Love-Wisdom of 

Mother/Father God, represented in this ray through Quan Yin. Thus we see a person, who has 

the ability to not only unveil but to integrate the secrets of hidden knowledge and bring them into 

form through the Divine Mother archetype of the Golden Age of Light. This person may also 

have the gift of healing, and work within this arena. This ray may also show a person who needs 

to release the stresses from within the body, and work with this beautiful pink-orange flame for 

cellular regeneration and to rebirth the body to a new level of vitality and good health. If you 

have good ideas but are unable to manifest them in form, this ray will assist in bringing 

increased discernment, abundance, strength, wisdom, insight and organizational skills. This ray 

further assists in connecting you to the realms of Illumined Truth through sincerity in action and 

the utterance of one’s Spiritual reality. 

 

Twelfth Ray of One Unity Consciousness 

Ray Master: Chohan Pallas Athena, Overlighted by Lord Ardal, the Mahatma and Mother/Father 

God 

Qualities: Wisdom, devotion, illuminating intelligence, Love, power, harmony, peace, 

equilibrium, creativity, inspiration, magnetism, enlightenment and One Unity Consciousness. 

Color: Gold. Chakra Center: Crown. 

This ray shows a deeply devoted person to the path of Illumined Truth, and very often a mystery 

school initiate, who has integrated the highest levels of initiation experienced in ancient Egypt 

and Atlantis. This is a person who has the gift of manifesting and believes deeply in the 

abundance of the Universe, and the ability to shape and create into form whatever is needed in 

this Now. A magnetic personality, this ray reveals a person who is deeply aligned with Universal 

Wisdom and the realms of Illumined Truth, able to bring order and harmony, wisdom and 

inspiration. This ray may also show a person who is integrating, on deeper levels, initiations 

experienced in ancient Egypt and/or Atlantis, or bringing into their reality friends and family from 

this time. This ray may also show a person who is working with their dualities through 

embracing their shadow side, and stepping more into their power. A Planetary Light Worker who 

has chosen to assist all Life to enter into the Golden Age of Light, you are an inspiration to 

others through your creative endeavors. 

 

 

 



Thirteenth Ray of Solar Service 

Overlighted by: Helios and Vesta, and the Solar Council of Twelve. 

Qualities: Stability, perfection, power, equilibrium, manifestation, wisdom, Love, sacred 

sexuality, purification, Solar Service, abundance, joy, the experience of group collective Solar 

Christ Consciousness and the re-union with Helios and Vesta. Color: Copper-gold. Cosmic 

Chakra Center: Fourth dimensional portal, 0.02 feet above crown chakra. Star: Sun. 

This ray is usually indicative of taking on greater responsibilities in your Service role. It shows 

the ability to bring people and projects together, and to manifest in form all that you need to 

anchor the collective frequencies of Love-Wisdom and One Unity Consciousness. As you are 

shifting from Planetary Christ Consciousness into Solar Christ Consciousness, an expansion of 

Cosmic Light takes place within the physical body that activates the dormant DNA relating to 

Solar Christ Consciousness and the Solar axiatonal lines. You have a deeper understanding to 

your multidimensional nature, as you open to the memories of your fourth dimensional Selves. If 

this ray is chosen for the mental, emotional or physical body, we are seeing a person who has 

experienced many of the Temple teachings in ancient Egypt and Atlantis. Cellular expansion 

continues, and ascension symptoms continue. This ray may also simply point out that a person 

needs more direct sunlight for the Spiritual expansion of Light.  

 

The fourteenth Ray of Interstellar Service  

Overlighted by: The Pleiadian Emissaries of Light, and the Interstellar Council of Twelve.  

Qualities: Realization, illumination, knowledge, power, Love, strength, equilibrium, abundance, 

purification, sacred sexuality, harmony, insightfulness, Interstellar Service, justice, wisdom, and 

the experience of group collective Interstellar Christ Consciousness. Color: Silver. Cosmic 

Chakra Center: Fifth dimensional portal, 0.6 feet above crown chakra. Star: Alcyone (Pleiades). 

Choosing this ray may simply be the experience of re-union with the Pleiadian Emissaries of 

Light, and the need to feel more Love and joy in your Life, or more insight, all qualities brought 

through by the Pleiadian Emissaries of Light. It may also be that you are at the point of 

awakening to your fifth dimensional Selves, which occurs through the activation of the dormant 

DNA related to this fifth dimensional level, either etherically or physically. The activation of the 

Interstellar axiatonal lines gives you the experience of the sacred geometries, sound and tonal 

frequencies related to this dimension, and the ability to lift yourself to this level of Cosmic 

Consciousness awareness. If this ray is chosen for the mental, emotional or physical body, you 

are generally seeing a person who has experienced many of the Temple teachings in ancient 

Egypt and Atlantis, and depending on the positioning of the other rays in the reading, may be 

experiencing the healing of Cosmic wounds, or a deeper level of Service work and increased 

responsibility. This ray is perceived as feminine in nature, and very useful in working with issues 

of abundance and manifestation. Surrounding yourself in this beautiful fifth dimensional 

Interstellar ascension flame allows a deeper experience of Self Love and Self-acceptance. 

Usually at this stage, there would be a deeper activation of the kundalini and tantric channels, 



and for high level initiates, a deeper degree of Tantric Immortality may be experienced. Beyond 

the veils, the etheric immortal chromosomes within the body are being activated.  

Fifteenth Ray of Galactic Service 

Overlighted by: The Sirian Archangelic League of the Light and the Galactic Council of Twelve. 

Qualities: Splendor, truthfulness, unity, power, discipline, unlimited potential, equilibrium, loving 

kindness, compassion, courage, wisdom, manifestation, direction, organization, Galactic 

Service, the experience of group collective Galactic Christ Consciousness and the re-union with 

the Sirian Archangelic League of the Light. Color: Silver-gold. Cosmic Chakra Center: Sixth 

dimensional portal, 2.4 feet above crown chakra. Star: Sirius 

This ray usually shows a deeper connection to the Order of Melchizedek, and often you would 

be working with Melchizedek High Priests and the Sirian Archangelic League of the Light from 

the Great White Lodge in the etheric of Sirius. Regardless of one’s initiatory level though, if this 

ray is chosen for the mental, emotional or physical body, you are generally seeing a person who 

has experienced many of the Temple teachings in ancient Egypt and Atlantis This ray brings 

with it the opportunity to have a more conscious focus on the activities of Light that you may be 

involved in from a Galactic level of Service on this Planet as well as other worlds and Star 

systems. The nature of one’s Light work from this level, to the eighth dimensional level, in 

particular, has a focus on Spiritual and scientific principles, working with Metatronic 

Consciousness and the super-electron. Through the energy of this ray, Divine energy 

transmissions powered through the electron pour into your physical energy body, bringing 

integrated concepts that you may potentially manifest on your physical Earth plane. There is a 

high level of manifestation and materialization possible through the influence of this ray, and a 

great ray to work under from a mathematical and musical perspective. The harmonics of the 

body and energy field expand to this ray frequency through the sound of high pitched noises 

occurring through the ears, or visual representations of sacred geometry, as well as a deeper 

expansion of the threefold Flame of Power, Love and Wisdom through the heart center. As the 

Sirian Archangelic League of the Light are Keepers of sacred geometry, a most wonderful ray to 

experience, and a magical ray to connect to, to bring about manifestation through the unlimited 

potential of Self. 

  

Sixteenth Ray of Intergalactic Service 

Overlighted by: The Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light and the Intergalactic Council 

of Twelve. 

Qualities: Beauty, magnetism, devotion, power, wisdom, illumination, sacred sexuality, valor, 

peace, Love, Divinity, balance, harmony, inspiration, Intergalactic Service, justice, the 

experience of group collective Intergalactic Christ Consciousness and the re-union with the 

Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light. Color: Golden. Cosmic Chakra Center: Seventh 

dimensional portal, 3 feet above crown chakra. Star: Andromeda. 



This ray holds an increased focus of Cosmic Consciousness awareness in this Now moment, 

and for many Light Workers what may be experienced is the download of Light packets of 

information, and the waking up or remembering of information previously unknown. So many 

multi-realties present themselves, as this fourth Cosmic ray has a focus on cellular expansion 

through the Overlighting of the Andromedan Intergalactic Beings of the Light, and the super-

electron. Orbs of Light stream through from the related inter-dimensional portals, prior to being 

activated as Cosmic rays, and the downloads through the seventh dimensional portal and the 

sixteenth ray of Intergalactic Service, allows one to experience one of the most powerful Light 

activations possible. These pockets of information are generally downloaded very rapidly. This 

brings with it the experience of Self-Mastery, and the sense of merging into oneness. At this 

point, there is complete surrender in all aspects of your Self, and you lose the sense of 

individuation to experience simultaneity.  

 

Seventeenth Ray of Intergalactic Service 

Overlighted by: The Brotherhood of the Light, the Order of Melchizedek, and the Intergalactic 

Council of Twelve.  

Qualities: Harmony, insightfulness, joy, balance, loving kindness, detachment, illumined truth, 

Love, great wisdom, Universal Service, devotion to great work, and the manifestation of that 

which was previously Unmanifest. Color: Platinum. Cosmic Chakra Center: Eighth dimensional 

portal, 5.4 feet above crown chakra. Star: Orion. 

This ray is usually indicative of a level of inner plane service to the Order of Melchizedek, and 

one who has achieved Self Mastery in different lifetimes. Through this seventeenth ray of 

Universal Service, and the Overlighting of the Brotherhood of the Light, the 12 strand DNA 

within the body is etherically/physically reactivated, depending on what is appropriate to each 

individual. What is generally experienced is a sense of your full multidimensional nature, this 

Now moment, merging into Oneness with all Life. Further to this, a complete regeneration of the 

body potentially occurs. For through the activating and actualization of the Universal Cosmic 

axiatonal lines, physical regeneration is possible. As the appropriate Universal geometries of 

color and sound are brought into the body, dis-eases such as cancer, arthritis, blindness and 

many other illnesses may be cured. Surrounding yourself in this magnificent platinum ray is the 

first step to revitalizing the physical/etheric body. This ray further brings the gift of manifesting 

that which was previously Unmanifest, and thus, all potentialities become possibilities of 

physical manifestation.  

 

Eighteenth Ray of Multi-Universal Service 

Overlighted by: Mother/Father God and the Multi-Universal Council of Twelve.  

Qualities: Transcendence, unlimited potentiality, illumined truth, divinity, pure Beingness, 

Melchizedek Consciousness, the infinite Now, formlessness, timelessness, completion of great 



work, unconditional Love, infinite expansiveness and great wisdom, Multi-Universal Service, and 

the experience of becoming the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God. Color: Diamond. Cosmic 

Chakra Center: Ninth dimensional portal, 24 feet above crown chakra. 

This ray may be indicative of a person with exceptional healing powers, and having an energy 

field that is soothing and gentle to others. This ray, although bringing into manifest that which 

was previously Unmanifest, does so primarily through energetic vibrations, and thus sound and 

healing, and color therapies, as well as a host of wonderful vibrational and healing tools would 

fall under the influence of this ray. Usually, this person is vibrant and in good health, or 

alternatively may need the healing, protective and nurturing energy of this expansive Cosmic 

ray to correct the molecular structure of the body and energy field. Connecting to this ray is 

connecting to the Heart and Mind and Body of Mother/Father God, and touched by the flame of 

Melchizedek Consciousness, your physical body turns into an energy body of Light. It is the 

point of transcendence where you take on the next level of Cosmic initiation, and choose your 

next Service role, on this Earth plane, or on another world or Star system. On another level, if 

you have any doubt as to your Service work or Sacred Contract, meditating on this great 

Cosmic ray will bring illumination and understanding as to the next stage of your Forward 

Evolution. 
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